**Predator / Predation**

What is predation?

Predation is the act of a living being, the predator, which nourishes itself on the vital substances of another living being, the prey. Predation responds to the need of survival in the 3rd and 4th plains/densities of existence. The predator generally eats an inferior being (in terms of the biological evolution of consciousness): the herbivore exercises a form of predation on the plant realm and the carnivore on the herbivore. The human who nourishes itself on all forms of life, considers itself to be at the summit of the food-chain.

The Wikipedia definition of predation in French is as follows:

"He (man) is not incapable, if necessary [...] of killing any other existing species and consuming its flesh.. Inversely, no other animal species, under normal conditions, would attack a human being to nourish itself. Man is therefore sometimes considered as the ultimate super-predator."

Here is where it is important to emphasise certain points: it is important to see the disinformation that places man at the summit of the pyramid for the fact of the matter is that the food chain continues and the definition goes beyond the above wikipedia statements. From the 4th density plain of existence a myriad of entities exist (generally Grays or Reptilians) that can be qualified as “extra-terrestrial beings or extraneans.” These entities prey on us in countless opportune ways in order to feed off our vital energy: our emotions.

While they rarely feed off our physical substances and fluids there are cases where they can integrate physically into our dimension (which is denser than theirs) and therefore need physical organs and fluids of humans or animals.

These entities being much more intelligent than ourselves have developed technologies that amplify their « production of emotional alimentation » from the 4th densities. By modifying primordial information embedded in the human DNA, the predators have created a veil of forgetfulness in our consciousness in order to obscure our memory. It is for this reason that the human does not generally know where he comes from or where he is going (therefore his original essence of Being is obscured) and he is easily trained into a docile troop with no consciousness of the danger, in which he finds himself.

Through our reptilian brain and our ego (which can be considered as implant of the predator). This predator is able to diffuse its thoughts directly in order to harvest our emotions and actions that are beneficial to his survival.

Through technology that exists in our dimension that permits specific people to become targets, the system of predation can make an individual hear precise phrases in her/his mind, feel sick or develop an illness. The technology of these predators can also modify the weather forecast, set-off “natural” catastrophic events, or epidemics (HAARP, chemtrails,...). On these matters a very clear and instructive article exists by Dr. –Barrie Trower-L’utilisation des micro-ondes dans le contrôle des populations.

On micro-chips and micro-wave weapons this very well written article by Rauni Leena Luukanen serves as a good reference in english:

http://www.oocities.org/ozgurlukprojesi/microwave_mind_control_dr.html. Other pertinent articles can be found on Sott.net.
In a much more direct way, the entity of a predator can possess a human body or take on a human appearance while maintaining his/her intelligence and psychic “powers”. This permits him/her to act effectively in spiritual circles, economics, and politics. In this way he/she plays with the fascination of people on spiritual quests through canalizations and disguised apparitions or by orchestrating financial crashes or wars.

The action of the sum of all these modes of influence create the reality that we live in the 3rd dimension, but push the manipulation to a higher level: the human (this exploited and programmed animal) reinforces his own enclosure! Eating habits, medications that treat the symptoms but not the cause and perverted media are all proof of this.

It is thus that the predator of the 4th dimension, complete the food chain but in a manner that is much less “palpable” than the spectacle that nature offers us. For this reason, the man/woman “who believes only what he/she sees”, cannot conceive of the type of predation that is in fact determining his/her entire existence.

Nevertheless one need not limit the role of the predator to a purely “negative” role because as it is explained in the French Wikipedia: “Predators are present in nature as they play a role that is important to maintaining an ecological balance.” It is therefore in this same way that predation plays a role in the multidimensional balance as it operates between the 3rd and 4th dimensions of existence.

**Description of the cycle and state of equilibrium, in which the predator is actor.**

When the human being begins his cycle of incarnation on earth, he/she comes to experiment all the facets starting by the densest: that of the perpetrator. When his/her consciousness has benefited sufficiently from the experience, he/she plunges into the polar opposite experience: that of the victim. The experiences of being a victim are so uncomfortable and difficult that by motivation to find a way out, the individual can develop the force to see beyond the illusion of the 3rd dimension. By acting on his/her conscious realizations that are provoked by his/her new point of view, it is possible to experience an expansion of the consciousness where each life event is lived, not as “positive” or “negative”, but as a happening that participates in a larger state of equilibrium. He/she passes progressively from a globally reduced and dualistic vision to a unified one. Thus the passage from a Service to Self – STS ("Service de Soi-SDS”), to a Service to Other-STO ("Service d’Autrui -SDA”) reality is accomplished.


The doors of the 4th dimension (which is a transitional phase) open little by little to him/her and once the STO consciousness is completely assimilated, he/she is integrated into the 5th dimension. The human that stays blocked in the victim or perpetrator schemes of existence (SDS) stay chained to the 4th dimension.

We have come to understand that the predator is stuck in these low frequency dimensions and has for sole way of escape the following :
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-From the 4th dimension a new cycle of incarnation in the 3rd dimension is possible in order that his/her consciousness may re-experiment the necessary polarities and have a new opportunity to choose a path toward the « Service of the Other-STO ».

-Or that his/her consciousness that is blocked in a « service to self -STS» way of functioning can be recycled at the end of a grand cycle by a black hole in order to become a new form of life.

**Human and predator : a subtle fusion**

The Consciousness, which cannot be limited to one linear time-line or a limited space, does not turn around the same sole experience. It is thus that several “ourselves” exist on different temporal lines and interact simultaneously. Given that (according to this latter mentioned linear 3 dimensional vision of parallel lives) our cycle of human incarnation begins in a purely STS (Service to self) predator form of existence, the “predator self” in the past is not separated from us in the present. All of our existences move along together in parallel on different planes and function as the evolution of “the” Consciousness, that englobes all these planes of existence orienting itself toward one or the other possible future.

This “predator self” limited to the 4th dimension associates the passage to the 5th dimension as a certain death (in the same way that we humans conceive of the passage between the 3rd and 4th dimension). It is in fact a transformation, because the individual evolving from STS to STO mode, changes reality progressively and inexorably embarks his/her predator with him/her. The predator, driven by its fear to lose its comfortable and familiar repairs, given that its mode of “easy” nutrition is that of being an emotional parasite, puts all it strategies and ruses in action in order to hold back the conscious evolution in the direction of Service to the Other. The predator’s constant subterfuges take on the quality of “master” (which may seem incompatible with the predator’s primary nature but is in fact very real) because the “hard knocks” life procures for an individual are necessary impulsions toward a deeper and deeper self-questioning.

The Consciousness therefore « uses » the predator in order to render the human available to his/her lessons.

It is thus, during earthly experiments, that the predators play a role that is important to maintaining the balance by activating a dynamic of conscious ascension.
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